. Since the nitrate ion is planar, with a negative charge delocalized about the trigonally arranged oxygen atoms, simple tripodal frameworks should be ideal candidates for a nitrate. In the case of trigonal binding (Scheme 1), a nitrate can interact with a host either through all three oxygens in binding mode a (C 3 symmetry) or through a single oxygen in binding mode b (no C 3 symmetry). Because of the topological matching of nitrate with a tripodal framework as well as the participation of the increased number of NH 3 3 3 O interactions, mode a is expected to be more stable. This hypothesis was supported by the earlier work of Bowman-James 8 and co-workers in a study on a bicyclic receptor. More recently, Bianchi and co-workers reported that the simple tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (tren) formed a nitrate complex showing binding mode b. 9 Theoretical calculations suggest that binding mode a is more stable than the other binding mode in the gas phase, while mode b is the preferred conformation in solution. ABSTRACT: A thiophene-based tripodal receptor has been synthesized, and its complexes with nitrate and iodide have been determined by single-crystal X-ray analysis. In the nitrate complex, one nitrate is encapsulated in a selective orientation, forming a C 3 symmetric complex, which is bonded to three protonated secondary amines with six NH 3 3 3 O bonds. The anion is coordinated in a plane perpendicular to the principal rotation axis passing through the tertiary nitrogen of the receptor and the nitrogen of the encapsulated nitrate. Highlevel DFT calculations support the crystallographic results, demonstrating that an adduct with trigonal binding of three oxygen atoms is more stable than that of one oxygen atom of the encapsulate nitrate. On the other hand, in the structure of the iodide complex, all three iodides lie outside the cavity.
1 H NMR titration studies indicate that the receptor forms a 1:1 complex with nitrate yielding a binding constant of K = 315 M À1 in chloroform, showing a moderate selectivity over halides and perchlorate.
Although a number of simple acyclic tren-derived receptors 10 or metal containing receptors 11 have been reported as nitrate-binding hosts, to the best of our knowledge, none of them is known to topologically host a nitrate showing a C 3 symmetric complex. Herein, we report structural evidence of a C 3 symmetric nitrate complex with a new tripodal receptor L complemented with the results of theoretical and solution studies.
The ligand L was synthesized from the reaction of tris(2-aminoethyl)amine with 2-thiophene aldehyde in ethanol followed by the reduction with NaBH 4 . The nitrate complex, [H 3 L(NO 3 )]-(NO 3 ) 2 , was obtained from the reaction of L with nitric acid in methanol. Recrystallization of the salt from an aqueous solution resulted in rodlike crystals suitable for X-ray analysis.
12 Crystallographic results reveal that the ligand is triprotonated to adopt a conical shape in which three secondary nitrogens (N2, N3, and N4) form an almost perfect equilateral triangle (N2 3 3 3 N3 = 4.946(4), N3 3 3 3 N4 = 4.960(4), and N4 3 3 3 N2 = 5.000(4) Å), forming an ideal environment for hydrogen bonding interactions in a trigonal binding mode. As shown in Figure 1 , the protonated ligand is found to encapsulate one nitrate anion in its cavity with six NH 3 3 3 O bonds, which is consistent with electrostatic potential calculations reported earlier, 3 providing six distinct binding sites of nitrate for DÀH interactions.
The nitrate with trigonal planar geometry lies essentially parallel to a plane formed by the three secondary nitrogens, showing a dihedral angle of 1.6(2)°and an interplanar distance of 1.607(3) Å (Figure 2 ). Further inspection of this structure shows that the overall conformation of the complex has C 3 symmetry, with the principal axis passing through the nitrogen of nitrate and the tertiary nitrogen of the host.
Each oxygen has two hydrogen bonds from secondary amines in a staggered conformation with respect to the three nitrogens ( Figure 1C ), in which the dihedral angles (60 ( 5°) are about 60°. The synergistic bonding between the three nitrate oxygen atoms and the protonated amines allows the anion to be strongly pulled inside the charged cavity. The three NH 3 3 3 O bonds tend to be linear (D-H 3 3 3 O angles are 171.4À175.9°), suggesting the formation of strong, orientationally directed hydrogen bonds (Table 1) . Two other spectator nitrates remain outside the cavity (not shown) and are involved in hydrogen bonding interactions with amines. All three thiophene units are disorder over two positions related by approximate 2-fold rotations about CÀC bonds, linking them to 12 Crystallographic analysis suggests that the ligand is again triprotonated, adopting a noncrystallographic C 3 symmetric conformation ( Figure 3 ). 13 However, in this structure the iodide is not fully encapsulated. The host molecule is relatively flat, and one iodide is hydrogen bonded with two protonated amines N3 and N4 ( Figure 3A and B). The protons on the third nitrogen (N2) are directed outward from the cavity formed by the three secondary nitrogens. As shown in Figure 3B and C, the iodide (I1) lies above the cavity at a distance of 4.233 Å from the apical nitrogen (N1). The other two anions are singly bonded to N2 and N3. Such bonding patterns were previously observed in the bromide complex of (N,N 0 ,N 00 -tris(2-benzylaminoethyl)amine).
10c The NH 3 3 3 I interactions range from 3.460(3) to 3.553(4) Å, which are comparable to those observed in the iodide complex of tiny octaazacryptand (3.476(4)À 3.632(4) Å).
14 In order to quantitatively understand the unique bonding within the tripodal ligand, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed on two different molecular conformations: (1) simultaneous interaction of the protonated amine groups with all three oxygen atoms in binding mode a, and (2) interaction of the three protonated ligand amine groups with a single oxygen atom of NO 3 À in binding mode b. All quantum chemical calculations were carried out with the recent M06-2X meta-GGA hybrid functional, which has been shown to accurately predict the binding energies of ions and other noncovalent bonding interactions in large molecular systems.
15
Molecular geometries (including the empty ligand) were completely optimized without constraints at the M06-2X/6-31G(d,p) level of theory, and single-point energies with a very large 6-311þG(d,p) basis set were carried out in the presence of a polarizable continuum model (PCM) solvent model 16 to approximate a chloroform environment (chloroform dielectric = 4.71). Figure 4 shows the optimized geometries of binding modes a and b of the NO 3 À anion electrostatically bound to the protonated tripodal ligand. From the DFToptimized geometries, we found that the two conformations incorporate different binding conformations and energies. Binding mode a is stabilized by three short hydrogen bonds (O 3 3 3 H = 1.8 Å) and three longer O 3 3 3 H interactions (2.3 Å), yielding a C 3 -symmetry structure, while binding mode b is characterized via three hydrogen bonds (1.6 Å average O 3 3 3 H bond distance) to a single oxygen atom. The stabilization energy for each structure was calculated as E s = E (anionÀligand) À E(ligand) À E(anion), and binding energies of À84.8 kcal/mol and À78.1 kcal/mol were obtained for conformations a and b, respectively, in the PCM solvent. While both complexes are stable and display strong electrostatic interactions with the tripodal ligands, conformation a has a stronger binding energy due to a simultaneous electrostatic interaction between all three negatively charged oxygen atoms (see Figure 5 for the electrostatic potential) compared to only one oxygen atom involved in conformation b. 1 H NMR titrations were carried out to quantify the interaction of the host for nitrate in solution. The addition of tetrabutylammonium nitrate to the tosylate salt of H 3 L 3þ in CDCl 3 led to significant shifts in the resonances of the ligand, with the highest downfield shift for NH protons, suggesting the direct participation of NH protons in nitrate binding (Figure 6 ). The variation of NMR signals with an increasing amount of nitrate solution provided the best fit to a 1:1 binding model (Figure 7) , yielding an association constant of K = 315 M À1 (14.3 kJ/mol). 17 The binding constant is higher than that observed for the nitrate binding with the phenyl analogue (K = 35 M
À1
) under similar conditions. 10c The higher affinity in the present case could be due to a directional effect of secondary-amine protons toward the cavity, as indicated by our crystallographic analysis. This value is, however, lower than that observed with the bicyclic cyclophane (K = 1000 M À1 ), where the anion was encapsulated in the confined cavity. 6a Titrations were also performed for the receptor to examine its binding affinity toward other halides À or H 2 PO 4 À to the host solution (2 mM) resulted in an immediate precipitation in the NMR tube during the titration; therefore, we failed to measure the binding constants for these two anions. The host was found to interact with ClO 4 À giving a binding constant of K = 55 M À1 which is much weaker than that observed for nitrate. Therefore, the host shows a moderate selectivity for nitrate over perchlorate or other halides.
In summary, we have shown that a simple tripodal host with a 3-fold rotation axis is complementary to topological fitting of a nitrate anion in its cavity to form a C 3 symmetric anion complex. The nitrate is held strongly with a total of six hydrogen bonds and oriented in a plane perpendicular to the principal rotation axis passing through both the tertiary nitrogen of the ligand and the nitrogen atom of the nitrate. Our crystallographic results were further supported by theoretical calculations predicting that an adduct with a trigonal binding mode (mode a) is energetically more stable than a single binding mode (mode b). Clearly, the hydrogen bonding interactions between the three oxygens of the internal nitrate and the trigonally oriented NH 0 s of the host play a role in the stabilization of the structure. Such C 3 symmetry is not observed in the iodide structure, where the anionic species fail to bind to the three arms symmetrically. Although the ligand only showed a moderate selectivity for nitrate over halides and perchlorate, the solid state structure described here represents a unique bonding feature of nitrate anion that has not been structurally identified before with a tren base-ligand. ' ACKNOWLEDGMENT The National Science Foundation is gratefully acknowledged for a CAREER award (CHE-1056927) to M.A.H. The work was supported by the National Institute of Health (G12RR013459). The NMR instrument used for this work was funded by the National Science Foundation (CHE-0821357). Purchase of the diffrac- ' REFERENCES
